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Rhines scale and spectra of theb-plane turbulence with bottom drag
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We study two-dimensional incompressible turbulence on theb plane and propose a modification to the
Rhines scale that takes into account the bottom friction. The modified Rhines scale is studied numerically, and
found to predict accurately the jet number and the energy peak of theb-plane turbulence for strongb. The
intermediate cases show a transition from the~isotropic! friction scale to the Rhines one, as the proper halting
scale for the inverse cascade.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The peculiar feature of two-dimensional~2D! incompress-
ible turbulence on theb plane is the formation of zonal jets
when stirred by various sources, including isotropic sm
scale ones. Such behavior was predicted by Rhines@1# who
introduced the concept of halting scalekb that should divide
the b-plane turbulence into the small-scale isotropic turb
lence and highly anisotropic wavelike turbulence at la
scales. Rhines sought an explanation for such a transitio
terms of ‘‘Rossby wave radiation’’ by turbulence.

Subsequent development@2–9# clarified the issue. The
transformation of ‘‘turbulence to waves’’ should not be tak
literally. As the energy is transferred upscale via turbul
cascade, theb term in the low-spectral range becomes co
parable to nonlinear terms of the vorticity equation. T
strongb term would require frequency synchronism in th
range, and thus make energy transfer less efficient. He
the upward cascade would be primarily carried into the
gion of the smallb term in the Fourier space, i.e., toward
zonal modeskx50. Such spectral trends are clearly seen
simulations of theb-plane turbulence that use the edd
damped quasi-normal Markovian scheme@4#. In the physical
space, theb effect leads to the formation of strong zonal je
in the flow.

Rhines defined the transition scale for the upward c
cade, due tob5] f /]y ~northward gradient of the local Co
riolis parameterf ! as

kb5~b/2Urms!
1/2, ~1!

Urms5(2E)1/2—root mean square~rms! velocity, and
E—the total kinetic energy. Other researchers viewedkb as
an estimate of the energy peak scalekp , and the wave num-
ber of zonal jets that develop in the turbulent flow@4,7–10#.

The Rhines definition involves, however, the undet
mined energy content of the flow, which depends on
forcing and dissipation. Only the latter could provide a su
able arrest mechanism at large scales, as dissipation
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flows ~with or without b! keep accumulating energy at th
gravest modes@4#. So, theb term alone could not halt the
cascade.

The natural dissipation mechanism in physical system
bottom ~Rayleigh! friction, which affects all scales equally
Computationally, one often uses scale-selective hypofrict
which suppresses only the gravest modes, which hence c
recreate an inertial interval between forcing and dissipati
Clearly, turbulent flows stabilized by the friction have the
energy content, hence rms velocity and the Rhines sc
determined by the balance between forcing and dissipati

The ~approximate! energy equation, which accounts fo
the bottom friction with the coefficientl and sources« ~in-
jection rate! but drops other~viscous! losses,

] tE'22lE1«,

yields the equilibrium energy levelEe'«/2l.
In numerical simulations the energy injection rate rema

nearly constant for small-scale Gaussian and short-correl
non-Gaussian sources, so one could estimate the Rh
scale by

kb5~b/2!1/2l1/4«21/4. ~2!

Our goal here is to verify numerically such an estimate a
its relation to the observed number of zonal jets in the flo
and its energy peak.

Scale~2! combines friction withb. We shall discuss the
role of both in arresting the inverse cascade, and comp
Eq. ~2! to the friction scale of the ‘‘isotropic turbulence
(b50), determined by the balance of forcing and dissipat

kf r5~3CK!3/2~l3/«!1/2. ~3!

Relation~3! assumes the standard25/3 spectrum typical of
the isotropic turbulence with Kolmogorov constantCK .

To examine the role of friction in theb-plane turbulence
we conducted a series of experiments on 5122 lattice (2p
32p computational domain!, using a dealiased pseudospe
tral code @12#, with the third-order Adams-Bathforth time
stepping. The standard vorticity equation forz5Dc (c is
the stream function! with dissipationD and forcingf,

] tz1~]xc]yz2]yc]xz!1b]xc5D@z#1 f ,
©2002 The American Physical Society01-1
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is expanded in Fourier modesk5(kx ,ky)

] tzk1Jk1 ibkxck52Dkzk1 f k . ~4!

The dissipation operator in our simulations combines hyp
viscosity ~at high k) with the bottom drag Dk5l
1n(k/kmax)

2n.
The source is given by a narrow-band Markov process

the wave-number range (kf22,kf12) centered around th
forcing scale kf . So, f k(t1dt)5A(12r 2)1/2eiu1r f k(t),
where A is the source amplitude,r defines its correlation
radius dt/(12r ), and u—random uniformly distributed
phase on@0,2p#. Despite its non-Gaussian form, we foun
the energy injection rate« by such a source to be indepe
dent ofb andl and to remain nearly stationary.

We conducted a series of 12 experiments with parame
kf5150 and n58 in the first run, and lower valueskf
5100 andn54 for the rest of them. Table I summarize
parametersb, l of different runs, ratios of the jet wav
numberkjet and the energy-peak wave numberkp to kb ,
ratio kb /kf r , the ratio of zonal to total energyEz /E, and the
scalekb .

We have chosen our basic parameters such thatkb will
span a sufficient range of wave numbers~within the limits of
resolution!. Since scaling~2! is more sensitive tob thanl or
the energy flux, we mostly variedb. Our experiments also
cover a range of parameterkb /kf r .

The turbulentb-plane flow takes a long timeO(1/l) to
equilibrate. Its zonal component evolves even more slow
So, we carried out integration in runs 4 and 7 to timet
59/l, and in run 12 tot530/l. In all three cases we at
tained a near-equilibrium value of the zonal energy. We
served the energy peak of the zonal flow to stabilize aftet
53/l, so all other runs were integrated tot56/l. All runs
but the first one had approximately equal energy inject
rates«'0.0025, while the first one had about half that ra

II. RESULTS

Figure 1 plots the experimentally measured jet num
kjet ~triangles! and energy peakkp ~pluses! versuskb ~2!. We

TABLE I. Basic parameters of numeric experiments. The fr
tional scale is computed viakf r550(l3/«)1/2 @11#.

Run l b kjet /kb kp /kb kb /kf r Ez /E kb

1 0.03 20 1.0 1.1 0.96 0.03 7.0
2 0.03 20 1.0 1.0 1.1 0.06 6.0
3 0.03 40 0.72 0.83 1.6 0.13 8.4
4 0.03 80 0.84 0.84 2.3 0.20 11.9
5 0.03 160 0.78 0.83 3.2 0.27 16.8
6 0.03 320 0.88 0.88 4.5 0.42 23.8
7 0.03 640 0.79 0.70 6.5 0.41 33.1
8 0.01 40 0.75 0.75 6.0 0.32 6.6
9 0.01 80 0.76 0.65 8.7 0.36 9.2
10 0.01 160 1.0 0.63 12.7 0.35 12.6
11 0.01 640 0.75 0.75 25.3 0.55 25.3
12 0.1 640 0.76 0.76 1.4 0.20 45.0
06730
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identifiedkjet with the energy peak on the zonal (kx50) axis
of the k plane, andkp with the isotropic energy peak. Two
numbers come close, and often coincide in flows domina
by strong zonal jets. Although ratioskjet /kb andkp /kb vary
from one experiment to the other~see Table I!, they remain
close to 1, which confirms scaling~2!. The jet numberkjet
varies from 5 in experiment 8 to 34 in experiment 12. T
larger values~close to the forcing scale! would correspond to
poorly resolved jets in the physical space.

Next we shall discuss the relation between two scaleskb
and kf r and their role in the arrest mechanism. While t
bottom drag alone could arrest the inverse cascade wit
without b, the latter serves only to redistribute energy in t
Fourier space by channeling it into the zonal directio
@1#.

Such redistribution becomes impossible for lowb, when
kb<kf r . Such flows could not develop organized jets, a
stay nearly isotropic. We demonstrate this in Fig. 2, wh
shows isotropic energy spectraE(k) and zonal spectraEz(k)
for experiments 2, 5, and 7 at the final~stable! phase of their
evolution. These experiments have equal forcing and di
pation, but differentb ~20, 160, and 640!. Hence, they share
identicalkf r but differentkb .

The isotropic spectrum of experiment 2 obeys the25/3
law almost everywhere in the energy range except for a sm
bulge close tokp . Here, the zonal component of the ener
spectrum is relatively low, and its peak atk5kjet carries
only a fraction of the bulge’s energy. Physical space reali
tions of the vorticity field have barely visible zonal ban
~not shown!, revealed only in the zonal mean flow.

The ratiokf r to kb ~see Table I! is close to 1 in experimen
2, making it a marginal case for the zonal structure. Furt
decrease ofb would destroy zonal flow altogether.

Well-organized jets typically appear forkb.kf r ~all ex-
periments except 1, 2, and 12!. Here, the energy spectrum
becomes highly anisotropic and deviates noticeably from
standardk25/3 scaling in the vicinity ofkp ~bulge!. The spec-
tra in Fig. 2 illustrate the development of anisotropy and
departure from thek25/3 as b increases. The middle pai

-

FIG. 1. Measuredkjet (D) andkp (1) vs kb ~2! in all experi-
ments.
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~experiment 5! shows two peaks betweenk510 and 20 in
the isotropic spectrum coming from its zonal compone
Experiment 7 shows even greater departure from the s
dard k25/3 isotropic scaling, due to a stronger zonal cont
bution.

Consequently, estimate~3! of kf r , based on the 5/3 as
sumption, loses its predictive power. As the bulk of the e
ergy accumulates and dissipates atkb , the latter takes on the
role of the halting scale. Let us stress, however, th
suchkb.kf r acquires its ‘‘halting status’’ only through th
combined effect of theb and friction. The largest of two
estimates~3! and ~2! could determine the arrest scale of 2
turbulence for anyb, small or large. This agrees with est
mates in the recent paper@10#, which argues that the Rhine

FIG. 2. Isotropic~thick! and zonal~thin! energy spectra in ex
periments 2~top pair!, 5 ~middle pair!, and 7~bottom pair!. The top
and bottom pairs are shifted by three orders to top and to bott
respectively.
06730
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and actual frictional scales coincide if the zonal energy sp
trum has a slope of25.

The energy-peak wave numberkp of the isotropic spec-
trum coincides withkjet in some experiments, but could b
lower in general~see Table I!. One gets a significant ‘‘non-
zonal’’ input near the energy peak, due to so-called sate
modes, in the cusp region of the 2D energy spectrum.
most cases, we observed strong satellites with smallkx ~one
to several units! and ukyu close tokjet , containing as much
energy as~and probably more than! the gravest zonal modes
Thus, experiment 4 shows the local maximum of the
energy spectrum at (ukxu,ukyu) (1,8), with an amplitude only
1.3 times less than the maximal zonal amplitude at (0,1
This mode contained 14% of the total energy, while the
tire zonal spectrum carried 20%. Experiment 7 gave 7.2%
the total energy residing at the zonal peak (0,25), and 7
at the satellite (1,20).

The presence of strong satellites explains the differe
betweenkp and kjet in our experiments. In the physica
space, satellites modulate zonal jets in thex direction.

Although frictional scalekf r ~3! does not apply directly to
the b-plane turbulence in the strong zonal regime (kf r
,kb), the ratiokb /kf r ~with properly adjusted Kolmogorov
constant! could serve as a qualitative measure of anisot
pization of such flows. Indeed, the energy that would oth
wise fill the isotropic ‘‘5/3-background’’ range betweenkf r
andkb is now piling up atk5kb in the predominantly zona
or satellite modes. So, a large ratio would indicate anisotr
with a significant share of zonal energy. We illustrate it
column 7 of Table I, which gives the ratio of zonal over tot
energy in all experiments.
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